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With rising geopolitical tensions and a fading fiscal impulse—the coming weeks could
prove to be challenging for risk assets. Our Chief Economist Frances Donald shares
her latest market outlook.

Market
returns

outlook:

uncertainty

In mid-August, we noted that the global economy had
entered the second phase of the recovery, which we
call the stall out and highlighted six key macro themes
that we believe would shape the financial markets
during the next two to three months—particularly in the
United States.
Given the level of uncertainty we’re facing and the
pace at which events are unfolding, it shouldn’t
surprise anyone that our views on these tactical
themes have evolved. As such, it makes sense to
provide an update and explain how our perspective
has changed.
In our view, the coming weeks will be characterized by:
•
•

•

A market environment that will continue to be
challenging for risk assets
A pause in U.S. dollar weakness, with the
likelihood that the greenback could strengthen
ahead of the election
A temporary unwinding of the inflation trade

Our current view
It's important to note that we’re not expecting to see a
double-dip recession or a W-shaped recovery. Rather,
we continue to believe that the current phase will be
defined by stalling economic improvements, where
upside economic surprises—which kept investors
cheerful—would fade during this phase of the
recovery. The vast majority of high-frequency data as
well as many traditional economic prints have
confirmed our views.
In the past month, however, we’ve also noted that the
stall out is taking the shape of the letter K. By that we
mean we expect to see a bifurcation in the recovery
where the manufacturing sector, which is far less
hampered by social distancing requirements,
continues to improve while the services sector not only
slows, but weakens. This is particularly relevant to the
stock market, which is far more weighted toward
manufacturing than services. Indeed, we believe a Kshaped recovery is likely to exacerbate the perception
of a divide between the stock market and the economy
that could put a floor under how far global stock market
indexes can fall.
Market implications

1) We’re firmly in the stall out phase of the
recovery
What we wrote in August: As the rush of stellar
week-over-week/month-over-month economic prints
fade, anxiety will creep back in, creating an obstacle to
general risk appetite. This implies that gains in risk
assets will likely slow relative to what we saw between
April and July.

We expect to see continued misses in global
economic data exacerbated by concerns relating to a
second wave of a COVID-19 outbreak and other
volatility-inducing macro events. As a result, we expect
risk assets to trade within a relatively tight range, with
greater probabilities for periods of risk aversion.
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2) A growing fiscal air pocket
What we wrote in August: The United States has hit
a fiscal air pocket and the global fiscal impulse will now
wane. This will challenge growth and could distort
data.
Our current view
In hindsight, it now appears that even our somewhat
downbeat views in August—which was out of
consensus—were too optimistic. Our base assumption
has now evolved from a short-term air pocket to the
view that Congress is unlikely to pass a phase four
fiscal package before November’s election, worsening
the fiscal cliff drag on the recovery related to the
expiration of unemployment benefits. We expect this to
accentuate the stall out nature of economic data
between now and year end, which could also weaken
inflation expectations.
This said, it’s clear that the United States’ fiscal
impulse is fading far faster than most of the developed
world and we’re now more focused on this policy
problem as a primarily U.S. issue.
Market implications
Absent a new fiscal package, we see more scope for
downside misses on economic data, pressuring
general risk sentiment.

3) Inflation has been priced in, for now
What we wrote in August: We expect the market to
become at least temporarily preoccupied with
stagflation concerns as the second derivative on most
inflation statistics begins to turn.
Our current view
Our view was that inflation expectations could rise
above 2.0%, and indeed, it did rise to a level
consistent with markets expecting over 2.0% inflation.
However, the factors that led us to that view—large
fiscal spending, a weakening of the U.S. dollar, and
stronger commodities—have now partially unwound.
While we still believe that inflation will rise to 2.0% to
3.0% over the next 12 months and that there is
opportunity in inflation protection on that horizon, for

now, the focus will likely turn back to deflation. See our
note, “In focus: U.S. inflationary forces,” which talked
about how we’ll go through alternating periods of
inflation and deflationary concerns in the market.
Market implications
Inflation protection trades are likely to take a breather,
while curve steepener trades could unwind in the
absence of fresh fiscal stimulus in the United States.

4) Reacceleration in central bank activity—
less so in the United States, but more so
elsewhere
What we wrote in August: A sudden spike in rates
and a slowdown in growth will likely usher in a
reacceleration in central bank action in the coming
months, particularly from the Fed and the European
Central Bank (ECB). Should they act as expected, it’ll
help to contain nominal rates as real rates continue to
fall.
Our current view
A divergence has occurred between the U.S. Federal
Reserve (Fed) and most other major central banks.
The Fed has moved toward average inflation targeting,
signaling that rates will be low for a prolonged period.
However, comments from Fed Chair Jerome Powell at
the September 16 meeting—along with various
communications from several Fed officials in the
following week—suggest the bar for the Fed to
ease further from here on is quite high and the Fed
itself has yet to work out what exactly average inflation
targeting means in practice, muddying policy signals.
While the Fed could quickly change its tune, this
suggests to us that the Fed is far less likely than we
initially expected to move forward with any additional
easing, absent a major shock.
Conversely, there is evidence that several other major
central banks are keen on being more active on the
policy front. Notably, the ECB is rightfully concerned
about the disinflationary impact of the exchange-rate
pass-through from a stronger trade-weighted euro and
has been quite vocal about it. In our view, the ECB
could deliver additional stimulus as soon as
December, although Q1 2021 seems more likely. The
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Bank of England is also likely to announce more
easing measures early next year as economic
challenges mount post-Brexit. Comments from the
Bank of England suggest negative policy rates remain
a possibility in the United Kingdom.
In the Pacific region, the Reserve Bank of Australia is
also likely to deliver a marginal downward adjustment
to its policy rate, inching toward the effective lower
bound, and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand seems
interested in moving below the lower bound.
Market implications
The growing divide in policy direction—a Fed that’s on
pause versus other major central banks that are ready
to act—suggests there’s room for the U.S. dollar to, at
a minimum, halt its recent weakness. The evolution of
U.S. political and global geopolitical events offer the
potential for the greenback to strengthen in the near
term, which would have an impact on other macro
themes as well.

5) Heightening geopolitical risks
What we wrote in August: Global geopolitical
concerns will likely become a larger market focus in
the next few months, with various issues—ranging
from a U.S.-China decoupling to November’s U.S.
election, and turbulence in select key emerging
markets such as Turkey—coming into focus.
Our current view
Our view in August was that geopolitical tensions
would become more problematic and extend beyond
the U.S.-China relationship. Indeed, we’ve seen a
growing list of geopolitical issues that could exacerbate
uncertainty and challenge risk. They include:
•

•

Problematic developments with Brexit as the
British government threatened to unilaterally
overwrite sections of last year’s EU-U.K.
withdrawal agreement, thereby injecting more
uncertainty into the region’s economic and policy
outlook.
Tensions between the EU and Russia following
the poisoning of the Russian opposition politician
Navalny.

•

•

The contested Belarusian election, which revealed
additional fissures within the EU’s diplomatic
establishment.
An unexpectedly challenging EU-China summit
during which Europe stepped up its demands on
market access. Arguably, this has set the stage for
a potentially important theme that could shape
2021—a unified U.S./EU front to extract
agreements/concessions from China.

Most importantly, a rising probability that the winner of
the upcoming U.S. election won’t be known until after
November 3. Plus, we believe that markets have
underpriced the likelihood of a second-term for
President Trump and that the Republicans could retain
control of the Senate.
Market implications
In our view, markets have been preoccupied with
examining the impact of fiscal and monetary policies
and haven’t paid enough attention to the surge in
global
geopolitical
risks—we
believe
these global geopolitical
risks
are
currently
underpriced.

6) Non-U.S. assets could be more attractive
relative to U.S. assets
What we wrote in August: U.S. growth and market
outperformance will likely be challenged as non-U.S.
assets become more attractive in this environment.

Our current view
We had expected the stall out phase of the recovery to
inflict more damage on services-based economies
versus manufacturing-based economies, thereby
hurting the United States and the United Kingdom
more than the industrial economies of northern Europe
and north Asia. The fiscal cliff was an added feature
that was expected to weigh on the U.S. economy in
particular. In our view, both these narratives remain
intact and have contributed to U.S. assets being hit
relatively harder in recent weeks.
However, while we continue to prefer non-U.S. assets
over U.S. assets in the tactical term, we’re cognizant of
the fading tailwind offered by a weaker greenback.
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We’re anticipating a one to two quarter pause in the
greenback’s longer-term trend, with the potential for
strength in response to political uncertainty.
Market implications
We continue to believe that U.S. assets are
overvalued relative to their peers and will keep this
theme in our tactical outlook. However, the fading
tailwind provided by the U.S. dollar implies this trade is
likely to be less appealing than it was a month ago.
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Disclaimer
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